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Narrator:
Previously inside the Meatrix…
Flashback to scenes from the Meatrix and the Meatrix II: Revolting
Leo:
Who are you?
Moopheus:
I am Moopheus. Have you heard of the Meatrix?
A factory farm materializes around them
Moopheus:
Welcome to the real world.
Short clips from the Meatrix I and II
Moopheus:
Forget about me! Stop the dairy factories!
Leo:
We’ve got to rescue Moopheus!
The Meatrix II ½
Beginning of the Meatrix II ½ - Chickity and Leo pull up in front of slaughterhouse
and hop off of their motorcycle. The facility is called “Happy Farms.”
Leo:
Moopheus is in there?
Interior. Agent Industry and a tied-up Moopheus are in a second-story office with a
glass window overlooking the floor of the busy and disgusting slaughterhouse.
Agent Industry:
This factory, Moopheus, can process five thousand cows in a single day. All to feed our fast food
nation. Beautiful, isn’t it?
A worker is shown cutting himself while working at the line.
Moopheus:
But your own workers are getting injured thanks to your insane need for speed.
Bullet point pops up at bottom of screen: “Dangerous Working Conditions.”
Agent Industry walks over to a knob on the wall that says “fast” and “insane.” It also has a meter
that measures “safety” and “profit.”
Agent Industry turns the knob to “insane,” and the line goes faster.

Agent Industry:
Profit is the name of the game, Moopheus. Speed has its costs, meat packing is the most
dangerous job in the nation -- but just like you, my friend, our workers are expendable.
Brown drips fall from carcasses as they pass overhead, onto cuts of meat as they go down a
conveyor belt.
Moopheus:
The line is moving so fast that manure’s getting everywhere! Leaking from the intestines right
onto the meat!
Bullet point pops up at bottom of screen: “Manure in the meat.”
Agent Industry:
What’s a little E Coli between friends? (clears throat) Anyway, it’s time to say goodbye, Mr.
Moopheus. Farewell.
Agent Industry pushes a button on the wall. A trap door opens and Moopheus falls through the
floor. His coat gets caught on a meat hook moving towards a deadly-looking machine.
Leo:
No!
Leo and Chickity crash through the window, knocking Agent Industry through the trapdoor. He
gets caught on a hook right behind Moopheus.
Moopheus and Agent Industry fight as they hang over the factory.
Leo:
Slow down the line! Now!
Chickity turns down the knob, the line stops, and Moopheus punches Agent Industry. Moopheus
jumps down from the hook and leaves Agent Industry dangling.
Moopheus:
Thanks, guys.
Moopheus, Leo and Chickity run out the door. Line speeds quickly starts up and Agent Industry
zips off down the line.
On the back wall of the factory are the words “cut the crap!”
Red pill drops down: “Take action at Participate.net.”
In bottom right corner: “Created by Sustainable Table and freerangestudios.com.”

